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Weekly Update - 04/03/2017 

Key Progress Points 

 

 Excavation: Excavation of the various pile caps continued throughout the week. Calnin & Goss 

worked hand-in-hand with Miron’s concrete crew and Michels Foundations to determine which pile 

caps needed to be dug out. Wet conditions also created continuous work for Calnin & Goss to 

ensure that the site was maintained enough to allow the various equipment to freely maneuver.    

 

 Tieback Anchors/Pipe Piles: Final grouting of the tiebacks occurred and the testing is nearly 

complete for all of the tieback anchors. Once finished early next week, the crew handling the testing 

will be able to move on to assist the pipe piling crews conduct installations. Throughout the week, 

the pipe piling crew worked vigorously to ensure they stayed ahead of the concrete and rebar 

crews and were able to install more than the forecasted amounts.      

 

 Concrete: Rebar crews began work on tying what they could for rebar already onsite. The 

freight elevator pit as well as the northeast elevator pits were completely tied in preparation for the 

concrete crews to pour in the upcoming week. Some of the pile caps in the northeast corner were 

completely installed as well.    

 

 Conditions & Safety: Extremely muddy conditions threatened to hinder the job, however, 

between the various trades coordinating together, no work was delayed. Extra efforts were 

implemented to ensure enough traction pads were laid down and large crane mats, constructed of 

thick timber planks, were placed to allow the crews to maneuver and work easily. No injuries 

occurred this week.     
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Miron’s concrete crews working on piecing together 
the interior form for the freight elevator’s walls. Once 

erected, this will be swung into place by the crane 
when ready to pour.   

Progress Photographs 

Michels working on filling the pipe piling along  
Lawrence Street with concrete.   

Michels crew installing the pipe piling along  
Lawrence Street.   

The rebar cage for the freight elevator pit. The pipe in 
the middle is the hydraulic shaft for the elevator itself.   


